2. Give Money or
Non-cash

1. Give Now,
Grant Later
Get income tax deductions in the year you
contribute to your DAF, regardless of whether
you grant the assets to recipient charities
that year. This gives you the flexibility to
accrue larger gifts and/or take more time to
find the right charity if you have not yet
selected one.

Donating non-cash assets to a DAF can
eliminate the potential capital gains that
could result from liquidating and donating
proceeds, maximizing the impact of your gift.
In addition, you can deduct the fair market
value of your donation.

Non-Cash
assets you
can give to
your DAF
Publicly traded
securities
Restricted stock*
Real estate

4 Tax Advantages of
Giving Through
Donor Advised Funds
Several charitable giving
avenues provide tax benefits,
but few offer the range of
advantages you can find with
donor advised funds DAFs).
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Disclaimer: Advisory services are offered through TIFIN Give, an SEC Registered Investment
Advisor. Being registered as an investment adviser does not imply a certain level of skill or
training. The information contained herein should in no way be construed or interpreted as a
solicitation to sell or offer to sell advisory services to any residents of any State where noticefiled or otherwise legally permitted. All content is for information purposes only. It is not intended
to provide any tax or legal advice or provide the basis for any financial decisions. Nor is it
intended to be a projection of current or future performance or indication of future results.
Moreover, this material has been derived from sources believed to be reliable but is not
guaranteed as to accuracy and completeness and does not purport to be a complete analysis of
the materials discussed. Purchases are subject to suitability. This requires a review of an
investor's objective, risk tolerance, and time horizons. Investing always involves risk and possible
loss of capital. Opinions expressed herein are solely those of TIFIN Give and our editorial staff.
The information contained in this material has been derived from sources believed to be reliable
but is not guaranteed as to accuracy and completeness and does not purport to be a complete
analysis of the materials discussed. All information and ideas should be discussed in detail with
your individual adviser prior to implementation. Images and photographs are included for the sole
purpose of visually enhancing the website.

4. Give and Grow Your
Money Tax-free

3. Give More to
Offset Windfalls

Privately held
business interests
Private equity fund
interests
Cryptocurrency

Windfalls can bring a heavy tax burden.
By “bunching,” or making a larger than usual
donation to your DAF in a single year, you can
reduce your tax liability in that year while
breaking up and spreading out your gifts over
multiple years between multiple charities, if
you so desire.
BONUS Bunching can help you contribute to
small local charities that may be unprepared
for larger donations while also protecting you
from any unwanted notoriety that can
accompany large gifts.

Whether you leave your DAF to beneficiaries
or use it yourself, the tax benefits of a DAF
make it a great option for multiple reasons:

Fine art and
collectibles

•Investments in a DAF can grow completely

IPO stock

tax-free.

•DAFs are not subject to estate tax.
•DAF contributions can reduce your

Equity compensation
awards
*Must be sold in accordance with
Rule 144 resale restrictions.

alternative minimum tax liability.

Ready to start giving with your own donor advised fund?
Contact us today to get started!

